Manett
MaaS
Smart solutions for MaaS* strategy

*Mobility as a Service
All over the world, **digital tech** is revolutionizing transportation and the way we get around.

Cityway is a world-renowned engineering company that develops digital mobility solutions.

- In favor of less solo car use
- Available to all audiences
- Returning to local authorities the control of the mobility and data in their region
Create a seamless multimodal mobility experience

A unique solution allowing more travelers to take the first step towards more equitable, sustainable and shared mobility practices.

**INFORM**
- Our intermodal Trip Planner communicates the most reliable journeys to your passengers.
- Our customized App and Website simplify passengers’ mobility and encourage modal shift.

**SELL**
- Our Multimodal Mobility Account and M-ticketing Solutions allow travelers to use and buy all available public and private transport services 24/7 in a single app.

**BOOK**
- Our On Demand Transportation Solution connects your fixed routes with your alternative mobility services and cost-effectively improves the coverage of your region and the ridership of your services.

**IMPROVE**
- Our Mobility Observatory helps you identify gaps between existing services and the actual needs of their travelers and then improve your mobility service offerings.

**DATA**
Our Dataset Builder helps you create the most comprehensive and reliable mobility database fueling your system.
The solution to meet the **multiple needs** of our clients and their travelers

- **Simplify** mobility for travelers
- **Encourage** modal shift
- **Understand** real usage of travelers
- **Optimize** transportation services
We help local authorities and their mobility providers execute their **mobility policy**, step by step.

**Manett**
- Multimodal mobility app
- Intermodal trip planner
- Mobility account

**Travelers**
- Access, plan, pay and validate, unlock, book and ride

**Clients**
- Manage, analyze, improve services

**Manett MaaS**

---

*cityway*
A unique multimodal platform

- **Traveler App**
- **Driver App**
- **Transit Agencies and Transport Providers**

**Data Lake**

- **Services / APIs**
- **Business rules**
- **Verified data**

- **Travelers**
  - Crowdsourcing
  - Tracking (GDPR compliant)
  - Usage

- **Mobility partners**
  - Mobility Data

- **Environment**
  - Predictive data
  - Topography, demographic data
  - Air quality, weather conditions

**Queries / Action**

**Data security**
Cityway is an IT company providing MaaS white label solutions for Public Transit Agencies and their travelers.

- 100 Trip planners implemented worldwide
- 65,000 MTickets bought every month, New Orleans, USA
- 10 billion Points of data / day, Greater Paris area